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01268-EPA-185
"Depass, Michelle"
<M.Depass@fordfound.org>
06/19/2009 11:06 AM

To Richard Windsor
cc
bcc
Subject RE: CEQ

Cool thanks. I sent Diane a little inquiry too this morning.
Michelle DePass
Program Officer
The Ford Foundation
Community and Resource Development
320 East 43rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10017
Tel:212-573-4641
Fax:212-351-3659
m.depass@fordfound.org
For questions about scheduling, please contact my Administrative Assistant, Brian Mori ( b.mori@ fordfound.org).
For questions about a current grant, please contact my Grants Administrator, Rowena Nixon
(r.nixon@fordfound.org).

From: Windsor.Richard@epamail.epa.gov [mailto:Windsor.Richard@epamail.epa.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 19, 2009 11:03 AM
To: Depass, Michelle
Subject: Re: CEQ

I think its a fine idea and can only help EPA in the long-run. I'll check with Diane.
From: "Depass, Michelle" [M.Depass@fordfound.org]
Sent: 06/19/2009 08:03 AM AST
To: Richard Windsor
Subject: Fw: CEQ

In Shalini's role at Resources for the Future, she has been attending meetings at CEQ. This week they mentioned
that they were negotiating some Rockefeller money to bring people on temporarily. I told her she could quietly tell
them that she is moving through the system for OIA so they would back off. Below was their response.
What do you think?
Shalini is an expert on adaptation and we were planning on making that a signature piece of our Copenhagen and
beyone climate push. So, it does figure that they are trying to get her their (thankfully, we got her first-phew!)
On the other hand it could be helpful for OIA in the future for her to stake our claim their. Also, no idea how far
Shalini's paperwork is right now.
Thanks,
Md
Sent from My BlackBerry
----- Original Message -----
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From: Vajjhala, Shalini <Shalini@rff.org>
To: Depass, Michelle
Sent: Fri Jun 19 07:27:26 2009
Subject: CEQ
Hi Michelle,
I chatted with Jason Bordoff at CEQ again after we talked yesterday. I mentioned (quietly) that I was planning to
join OIA and the paperwork was moving through the system.
He was glad to hear it, and opened up the chance to spend a short time at CEQ (as a detailee, still on RFF's payroll
and staff) until the move to EPA was finalized.
CEQ is trying to tackle international climate adaptation finance and coordination issues with (USAID, MMC,
NOAA, OSTP and others). He framed it as a chance to get in at the ground level on the White House adaptation
working group and then carry any conversations straight to OIA.
What do you think? Am I missing something here? I don't want to do anything that would interfere with the move to
EPA, but it seems like a really exciting opportunity, and a great lead-in to dealing with a lot of the international
climate, EJ, and related trade/finance issues that are already part of the OIA portfolio.
Of course, I still need to make sure that RFF is okay with paying me to be at the White House for a short while.
That said, any suggestions on how to proceed?
Thanks!
Shalini
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